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BORN TOO SOON         ©2012 String Theory

Music by String Theory, lyrics by Ken Glaser

I was born too soon, don’t wanna be here
I want you to freeze me for a thousand years
I truly wonder what the future holds
I wanna be a witness as it all unfolds

When we’re all one color, all of one mind
Trivial differences left behind
No war, no anger, no hunger, no greed
In the future we’ll have all we need

I was born too soon, no connection found
I’ve searched in vain for some common ground
I thought by now we’d have flying cars
And could teleport to the farthest stars

When we’re all one color, all of one mind
Trivial differences left behind
No war, no anger, no hunger, no greed
In the future we’ll have all we need

(instrumental)

When we’re all one color, all of one mind
Trivial differences left behind
No war, no anger, no hunger, no greed
In the future we’ll have all we need

I was born too soon, wasn’t meant for these times 
Nations divided by random lines
I want to wake up when we have evolved
See for myself all the problems solved

When we’re all one color, all of one mind
Trivial differences left behind
No war, no anger, no hunger, no greed
In the future we’ll have all we need

When we’re all one color, all of one mind
Trivial differences left behind
No war, no anger, no hunger, no greed
In the future we’ll have all we need



SONATA MODERNA       ©2010 Sarah Wallin Huff

Music by Sarah Wallin Huff, 
based on Sonata sopra la Monica by Biagio Marini

“Sonata sopra la Monica” has been brought into our 21st century by composer and violinist, 
Sarah Wallin Huff. In the long tradition of the true composition process, Sarah has taken pre-
existing material and transformed it into something fresh and new. “Sonata sopra” was the pop-
music of the Baroque, full of life and vitality--It was the “in thing.” 

Now, with Sarah’s addition of driving percussion, enhanced flourishes in the original violin parts, 
and the replacement of the traditional basso continuo with a funky, modern-pop line for electric 
bass, “Sonata Moderna” breathes with new life and yet maintains its brilliant Italian flare. We are 
able to play this work in true Baroque fashion against the backdrop of modern rock, generating a 
thrilling collision of time and space.



FOR A DAY              ©2000 Ken Glaser

Music & lyrics by Ken Glaser

I would like to trade for a day
See how life treats you
Learn your emotions, reactions
What it means to be you

Would you like to trade for a day
Find out all that makes me “me”
You could know how I know
And see what I see

I will know, you
You will know, me
We will know, each other now

If we were to trade for a day
I would surely try
To bond with your soul
To learn why you laugh and you cry

If we had this magic for a day
Think of all that you could do
In my skin you would know
How it feels to make love to you

I will know, you
You will know, me
We will know, each other now

I would like to trade for a day
See how life treats you
Learn your emotions, reactions
What it means to be you

What it means to be you
What it means to be you
What it means to be you



FOREST OF CEDARS       ©2012 Danielle Rosaria Cummins

Music & lyrics by Danielle Rosaria Cummins

“Forest of Cedars” is based on the four-thousand-year-old Mesopotamian epic poem about 
Gilgamesh, King of Uruk. The song takes place in the middle of the story, when Gilgamesh and 
his friend Enkidu travel to the ancient cedar forest to fight its guardian, the monster Humbaba, 
whom they ultimately slay. The narrator sets the scene by reciting the motives Gilgamesh has 
for setting out: mortality and the desire to live forever. Gilgamesh enlists his friend Enkidu to 
come with him and slay the monster in the cedar forest. The story of the journey and the battle 
is told by instruments in the middle of the piece, and triumph is sung by Gilgamesh at the song’s 
close. It’s a timeless story about the quest for immortality by means of far-reaching fame.

[Narrator]
Harken and I’ll tell you a story
A story of long ago
A tale about fame and glory 
Of life and death and friend and foe
Knowing that his body was mortal and longing for his soul to be free
The king of Uruk, high-walled city
Set out on a quest to seek immortality

[Gilgamesh]
Come friend and we’ll go together
Come friend and I’ll show you the way
The way to make our names forever
Shine with a glory that’s bright as the day!

In the distant land across the desert, many days journey from here
There stands an ancient cedar forest 
Guarded by terror and evil and fear
We will go into the forest of cedars and fight him who the gods of old 
Have given careful watch of their forest
Humbaba its guardian from times untold!

(instrumental)

Friend, we slew him
The monster Humbaba
At whose cry all the mountains shake
We shall fell the lofty cedar
And take it to Uruk in triumph and honor and praise!



UNDER THE INFLUENCE            ©2006 Ken Glaser

Music & lyrics by Ken Glaser

My body’s feeling rubbery, my vision’s all a blur
I cannot walk a straight line, I think the cops would concur
I’ve lost my power of reasoning, cannot really speak 
Need cue cards to remember my name, and I haven’t slept in weeks  

I’m under the influence, I’m under the influence, I’m under the influence of you 

This isn’t really me, I’m usually fine  
But I think about your blue eyes, and nearly lose my mind
The joy of knowing that I found, the coolest little girl around
Your boundless creativity, the charming way you talk to me    

I’m under the influence, I’m under the influence, I’m under the influence of you 
I’m under the influence, I’m under the influence, I’m under the influence of you 

I’m reaching out I’ll take a stand I’m asking you to hold my hand  
Graceful woman you excite me Yin and Yang we fit completely
I’ll do what is right, gonna tell you tonight, then you’ll know
No one I’ve loved before, compares to you

I’ll put my cards on the table, my life has really changed 
Since the moment we met, you’ve driven me insane
When I’m with you, I’m buzzed all the time, don’t need no liquor, need no wine 
Only need to touch you, wanna be close, lip to lip, gonna make a toast

I’m under the influence, I’m under the influence, I’m under the influence of you 
I’m under the influence, I’m under the influence, I’m under the influence of you

Of you
Love you



PERSONAL ECHO            ©2003 Sarah Wallin Huff

Music by Sarah Wallin Huff

This short work for electric violin and digital delay was first composed in the fall of 2003. 
Running her sound through a timed digital delay effect, Sarah effectively created a “live canon 
with herself." Combining a haunting folk-style melody with virtuosic effects, this work is a flourish 
of stirring harmony and dogged rhythmic control.

For this special rendition of “Personal Echo,” Sarah is pleased to have had the opportunity to 
add the sound of her theremin as an artistic garnish to the work’s intro and outro, as well as to 
be joined by Keith on vibraphone, the motorized waver of its “bass line” enhancing and firmly 
grounding the rhythmic pulsing of the 6-string electric violin.



FIRST DANCE        ©2012 Danielle Rosaria Cummins

Music & lyrics by Danielle Rosaria Cummins

When the leaves turn to golden yellow and brown
And the sky is bright with cold and the wind goes free and far
You, still my love, will always be
As here and now you are

(instrumental)

And so, my love, I’ll dance with you
As the sun brings us the day, and the night is filled with stars
And ever should these fade away
My heaven is your heart



DON’T COME CRYIN’ TO ME           ©2012 Ken Glaser

Music & lyrics by Ken Glaser

I thought that we were special I thought that you were mine
And we’d be together      Till the end of time
Then I felt the changes  I could see the end
When he came along  And you said he’s “just a friend”

Well don’t come cryin to me, when-he-leaves-you hangin’
And don’t come cryin to me, when he breaks your heart
Don’t come cryin to me, when-he-treats-you badly
Or I’ll say “I told you so from the very start”

He has a reputation   He leaves a trail of dust
Makes a nice impression  Then violates your trust
Can’t believe you’ve fallen  For his pack of lies
It will be too late, baby   When you realize

Well don’t come cryin to me, when he takes you for granted
And don’t come cryin to me, when he breaks your heart
Don’t come cryin to me, when he hurts you 
Or I’ll say “I told you so from the very start”

(instrumental)

What is it we were lacking  What did I do so wrong?
You played me for a fool  Stringing me along
But I bear no anger   And I’m feeling fine
So please tell your sister that I’ll Pick her up at nine!

Well don’t come cryin to me, when he drags you under
And don’t come cryin to me, when he breaks your heart
Don’t come cryin to me, when he leaves you all alone 
Or I’ll say “I told you so from the very start”
Or I’ll say “I told you so from the very start”



THE ROAD            ©2012 Danielle Rosaria Cummins

Music & lyrics by Danielle Rosaria Cummins

Give me the sun and a song and a road
And I can go a long, long way
But where will I go if I leave you behind?
For you say I must go but my heart says to stay

So come, come along!
What is to stop us?  Leave it behind
This first step we take together
Shall start our journey home

Together we’ll walk through the warmth and the cold
And the dark and the light and in-between
For the story never ends until everything gets told
And everything gets told in the end

So come, come take my hand
Onward we go now to start the dance
As our dreams come together
And our story becomes our home!

(instrumental)

All I’ve ever wanted in life
Is someone to love with my whole heart
But who would have dreamed that you’d come today
Let’s step onto the road and we’ll be on our way

So here, here we go
We’ll watch the sunrise break into day
And the road that’s stretched before us
Will guide our journey home!



CANDY               ©2012 Sarah Wallin Huff

Music & lyrics by Sarah Wallin Huff

I see your smile
The look in your eyes
I hear your whisper through the trees
I hardly know 
How far to go
But I know with you by my side, it’s all right

So take my hand and run with me 
Across the fields of endless green 
I wait for you, blinded with hope 
Someday, find me there

(instrumental)

Blinded by the hope of my heart, innocence flowers
Watch through the night till dawn’s first light 
See me approach ‘cross the sea of your soul

I hardly know 
How far to go 
But I know with you by my side, it’s all right

So come take my hand and brave life’s great storm
Come run with the wind
Light in the face of the dark 
We rise above all concern
Beauty for pain
Count the cost and take the road before us anew

I see your smile 
The look in your eyes 
You wonder is this meant to be
I hardly know 
How far we’ll go 
But I know with you by my side, we’re all right

It’s right 
This design 
Find me here



CHRISTMAS MORNING         ©2012 String Theory

Music by String Theory, lyrics by Ken Glaser, based on the Concerto Grosso in G minor, Op. 6, 
No. 8 by Arcangelo Corelli

The elves have loaded up the sleigh
And sent Saint Nicholas on his way
Circling the globe as darkness falls
Bringing gifts to one and all

Silvery icicles glistening
Angels dance and reindeer sing
On rooftops capped with sheets of snow
While children sleep in rooms below

The telephone dares not make a sound
As the family gathers ‘round
To see the joy in a child’s eyes 
On peaceful Christmas morning 

(instrumental)

A star atop majestic tree
Abundant treasures underneath
Wooden soldiers keeping watch
As Santa stacks the final box

The crack of dawn, a crackling fire 
The warmth the holidays inspire
The pitter patter of little feet
Down the stairs and seeking treats

The telephones dare not make a sound
As all the world has gathered ‘round
To see the joy in children’s eyes
On peaceful Christmas morning


